Cobaltic lysine study of the morphology and distribution of the cranial nerve efferent neurons (motoneurons and preganglionic parasympathetic neurons) and rostral spinal motoneurons in the Japanese toad.
The morphology and distribution of the cranial nerve motoneurons (except III, IV, and VI) and rostral spinal motoneurons were systematically studied in the Japanese toad (Bufo japonicus) by retrograde labelling with cobaltic lysine complex. The cobaltic lysine clearly labelled whole neurons, i.e., cell bodies, proximal and distal dendrites, and axons. The branchial motoneurons (V, VII, IX, and X) had similar morphological characteristics and formed a more-or-less continuous cell column through the brainstem. The dendrites could be grouped mainly into the dorsomedial and the ventrolateral dendritic arrays. The dorsomedial dendrites formed a dendritic plexus in the subependymal gray matter, which extended as far peripherally as beneath the ependymal layer. The ventrolateral dendrites formed a broom-like dendritic plexus in the lateral to ventrolateral white matter. They usually extended as far peripherally as the pial surface. The rostrocaudal extent of the dendritic field was also wide and usually exceeded the motor nuclear boundaries. The hypoglossal motoneurons were grouped into the dorsomedial and ventrolateral cell groups, and the latter was considered to be part of the rostral spinal motoneuron column, from their morphology and distribution. The former had well-differentiated dendrites and occupied a more medial position than the branchial motoneurons. Besides the equivalent of the dorsomedial and ventrolateral dendritic arrays of the branchial motoneurons, they had dorsal and commissural dendrites. The accessory motoneurons had morphological characteristics and a distribution pattern similar to those of the rostral spinal motoneurons rather than the branchial motoneurons. The rostral spinal motoneurons had morphological characteristics somewhat different from the branchial motoneurons and the hypoglossal motoneurons (dorsomedial group). Functional implications of the motoneuron morphology are discussed, mainly based on the present results and earlier anatomical and physiological studies of the spinal motoneurons. The present study also revealed the anatomical features of the preganglionic parasympathetic neurons supplying some cranial nerves. These neurons had small somata with less elaborate dendrites and formed an almost continuous cell column that occupied a more dorsal position than the motoneurons of the corresponding nerve. They are thought to be homologous to the salivatory nucleus and the dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus. The basic anatomical organization of the general visceral efferent column seems to be similar throughout vertebrates.